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Abstract: The reasonable preprocessing methods based on the characteristics of the carriers can improve the performance of hiding
algorithm largely. Respectively related with robustness and invisibility, the energy and structure characteristicsof the carriers should
be necessarily analyzed before the data hiding. In this paper, the original carrier is filtered by the Gaussian pyramid (GP) to generate
sub-images with different energy level, which can be selected as the embedding regions for the information with different robustness.
And the Color Field Structure Analysis is used to process thesub-images after GP to obtain the specific space parameters which can be
considered as the modified data for the secret information. And at the same time, some optimization theories like the Logistic chaotic
map, Knight’s Tour traversal and the genetic algorithms areused to improve the consistency between the original and stego carrier. At
last, the experimental shows the achievements about robustness, invisibility and the ability against steganalysis ofthis scheme in the
form of data.
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1 Introduction

An important task in information hiding is to balance
measures such as robustness, invisibility, capacity, and so
on. These measures are closely linked with energy and
structural characteristics of cover image. Most
information hiding algorithms for digital images are
based on spatial domain theories or frequency domain
theories. Some algorithms often have advantages to
satisfy one or a few requirements [1][2][3][4][5]. But the
previous algorithms cannot satisfy most of these
requirements at the same time [6][7][8]. This may be due
to the fact that those algorithms leave energy and
structural characteristics of the cover images out of
consideration.

To deal with this problem, the recent research focuses
on pretreatment methods based on energy and structure.
Some algorithms based on multi-wavelet [9] decompose
digital images into sub-images with different energy ratio,
so the secret information can be embedded into different
regions according to their robustness.

In this article, we put forward hiding generation
principles based on energy and structure. By using

Gaussian Pyramid theory, we generate ladder-like energy
distribution regions to embed information according to
invisibility, robustness, anti-analysis and sensitivity.
According to color space multi-channel characteristics of
digital image, CFSA is proposed based on mode and
intensity as a cover image pretreatment method to
represent the binary data by its direction. Our objective is
to embed different information into regions with different
energy ratio, such as follows: embed robust information
into high energy region, fragile information into low
energy region and the main information into medium
energy region with high-capacity.

2 Gaussian Pyramid and CFSA

A Gaussian pyramid (GP) is an effective and simple
structure with multi-resolution to explain images [10]. GP
is of good visual effect and less computationally
intensive. The Figure 1 shows the structure map of GP
five layers and GP transformation to the Lena image. The
original imageG0 is repeatedly operated to generate the
sequence of reduced resolution imageG1,G2,G3,G4.
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Fig. 1: Structure map of Gaussian Pyramid and Lena Gaussian
Pyramid five layers.

Table 1: RTV comparison of filtering and noise.

The CFSA use direction[0,2π] to express the color
and structure information of digital image. It can map
color intensity into the direction of space field structure
according to color space multi-channel characteristics.
CFSA can inherit the characteristics of color space
properties. The greatest advantage oflαβ color space is
to eliminate the correlation between each color
component of RGB. Compared with ordinary color
information, lαβ color space has advantages in the
application of information hiding technology. In this
paper, chooselαβ space as input matrix of CFSA.

DEFINITION 1. Color Space Matrix is the row
matrix which is made up of multi-channel color
components of image, and the definition is shown in Eq.1
which chooseslαβ Color Space:

C = [l,α,β ] (1)

DEFINITION 2. Integration Module is a matrix set,
and contains image structure weights which are closely
related to the performance of information hiding.
Integration Module is used to generate the Integration
Matrix. Integration factors include texture and gradient
information, and the integration rule of Integration
Module in CFSA is proposed in Table 1.

DEFINITION 3 . Integration Matrix is the weight
matrix which is generated by Integration Module
according to the application requirements. Integration
Matrix is denotedT , shown in Eq.2:

T =W ×ZT (2)

in whichW is the weight matrix of Integration Factor
andW = [hderg], Z is Integration Factor Matrix andZ =
[HDERG].

Table 2: Embedding rules based on CFSA.

DEFINITION 4 . Informaion Matrix is a color
information matrix based on structure. The elements
composed of image pixel information. The position is the
same as cover image matrix. The value of pixel (i, j) is
denoted asai j. Computational formula is defined in Eq.3.
Information Matrix is denoted asI.

ai j =Ci jT (3)

DEFINITION 5. Color Modeling is used to convert
color information into Color Field Structure, and
computational formula is defined in Eq.4.

M = I mod 2π (4)

3 Information hiding algorithm

The direction value of CFSA represents the data
information of cover image. Embed information by
changing the direction. Table 2 lists the embedding rules,
whereλ = (0,1, . . . ,2k −1),k = (0,1, . . . ,+∞) ∈ Z∗

Change the direction according to the proximity
principle. It can be seen from Table 2 that the maximum
variation is π/2k. Fig. 2 is the schematic diagram of
embedding rules when k=2. For example, every black
area is stands for 00.

Fig. 2: Embedding Express.

Energy ratio of G1, G2, G3, and G4 of GP is
approximately 8.1:4.2:2.4:1.6. Based on this feature, Fig.
3 shows embedded region strategy of GP-CFS:G1 is
robustness region,G2 andG3 are data embedded regions,
andG4 is a fragile sign region. The process of GP-CFS
has nine steps:

Step1 . Transform the cover image with GP to obtain
four sub-images;
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Fig. 3: Embedding Region.

Step2 . Obtain the CFS of four sub-images separately
based on Eq. (1)-(3) and express them asG′

1 ,G′
2 ,G′

3 and
G′

4
Step3. CodeG′

2 and G′
3 with row traversal method

based on the rule listed on Table 1 and symbolize them
separately asG′
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′
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′
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Step4. Use Logistic mapping of chaotic map algorithm
to optimize information, as defined in Eq. (4). Suppose the
parameter isµ and initial value isxk The bit series after
the logistic mapping isGx

IN = bx
1,b

x
2, . . .b

x
n−1,b

x
n.

xk+1 = µxk (1− xk) , xk ∈ (0,1) (5)

Step5. In order to optimize the sequence of embedded
bits with genetics algorithm, supposeF as the amount of
the same bit value in matched positions betweenGx

IN and
C. Optimizexk using genetic algorithm to maximizeF .
The optimization model based on GP-CFS is Eq. (5). Get
the optimal solutiony by genetic algorithms optimization.
Puty into Gx

IN to obtain the optimal embedded bitsGy
IN =

by
1,b

y
2, . . .b

y
n−1,b

y
n;

F (y) = MaxF(xk) = Max∑(tn⊕̄bx
n) (6)

Step6. Change the direction of CFSA based on the
rules listed in Table 2. EmbedGy

IN into G2 andG3 with
RAID4 row traversal. The basic data unit of RAID4 is
composed by eight bits;

Step7. G1 is the most robust region in four GP
sub-images. In order to judge and recover the imperfect
information, we embed the cyclic redundancy check
(CRC) of RAID4 (recorded asRL), the optimization
scrambling parametersy andµ in G1;

Step8. G4 is the most vulnerable region in four GP sub-
images. Embed the CRC of RAID4 (recorded asRH ) in
G4. Information receiver can judge quickly by comparing
RL andRH when the stego image is attacked;

Step9. Restore the modified images into Stego images
by GP inverse operation.

4 Simulation Experiment

Simulation environment is Matlab7.0.0.19920. Cover
image is Lena (256× 256) (Figure 4(a)). Secret image is
binary image Baboon (64× 64) (Figure 4(b)). Get the
stego image shown in Figure 4(c) which is based on the
GP-CFS whenk = 10.

Fig. 4: Hiding and result of GP-CFS.

k determines density division of embedding area. The
more density of area division, the smaller of the direction
of CFSA changed, and the better invisibility performance
of this scheme. However, the bigger ofk is, the higher of
computational cost is. Inspect and verifyk in the 100
images randomly selected. It can be proved that when
8≤ k ≤ 17, invisibility is fine under considering cost.

Robustness test algorithm is defined in Eq. (6). Q is
robustness test value (RTV).

Q =

n−1
∑

i=0

n−1
∑

j=0
f (i, j)⊕ f ′(i, j)

n−1
∑

i=0

n−1
∑

j=0
f (i, j)⊕ f (i+µ, j±η)

(7)

Operated object is stego image Figure 4 (c). Figure 5
shows the result of different attacks such as JPEG2000
compression, cutting, filtering and noise. Information
extraction is the most preserved when Q=100.

Fig. 5: Results of robustness experiment.

According to experiment, embedded information can
be identified whenQ reach about 40. Figure 5 and Figure
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Table 3: Detectable rate of attacks.

6 show that GP-CFS is robust against JPEG2000
compression below 64%, cutting below 41%, common
filtering and adding noise.

Fig. 6: Robust experiment of JPEG2000 and cutting (Q).

Sensitivity to image attacks is the peculiar
characteristic in GP-CFS. Comparison betweenRH and
RL indicates the algorithm has excellent sensitivity of
image processing. Table 3 lists the detectable rate when
JPEG2000 compression ratio is 5%, random cutting ratio
is 5%, [3, 3] median filter,Gaussian (µ=0, σ2 = 0.003)
and ′salt& pepper′(d = 0.15 ). The average of detectable
rate is 91.82%

RS can detect whether or not having hiding
information by comparing the difference value between
Rm and R−m , Sm and S−m . Higher order statistics
detection algorithm based on wavelet coefficients
(HOSWC) is a general detection algorithm. Use the
algorithms above-mentioned to analyze the performance
of GP-CFS. Experiment results are shown in Figure 7.

Fig. 7: Robust experiment results of GP-CFS (RS and HOSWC).

Figure 7 (a) shows that the maximum difference value
of R is 332 (except initial difference value about 153).
The maximum difference value ofS is 155. It indicates
that the embedding rate can not directly influence on

Table 4: Invisibility comparison based on PSNR.

Table 5: RTV comparison of filtering and noise.

difference value. Detect the 50 random pictures which
hiding information based on HOSWC. Figure 7 (b) shows
that there is no one or more threshold value found to
recognize which pictures embedded information. Thus
show that GP-CFS resists such analysis.

According to PSNR, GP-CFS has advantages in
invisibility compared with the space domain methods
such as LSB, frequency domain methods such as DCT
and DWT and some developed algorithm. Table 4 shows
that invisibility increases by 22.49% averagely when
embedding rate is 25%.

Figure 8, Figure 9 and Table 5 show robustness
comparison results when embedding rate is 25% based on
RTV.

Fig. 8: Compression comparison.

Fig. 9: Cutting comparison.

The results show that RTV of GP-CFS increase by
43.31%, 19.84%,5.13%, 2.85%, 44.80% and 24.76%
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averagely compared with DCT-LSB and DWT-LSB under
attacks such as JPEG2000 compression, random cutting,
[3,3] median filter, [3,3] wiener2 filter, Gaussian and ’salt
& pepper’ noise.

Sensitivity is the peculiar characteristic in GP-CFS.
The current algorithms don’t have this feature. Use RS
and HOSWC to detect [11] and [12]. Fig. 10 shows the
experiment results.

Fig. 10: Comparison experiment.

In the case of [10], the experiment results in Figure 10
(b) indicate that it has certain immunity to HOSWC. But
Rm has obvious two-branch when the embedding quantity
increases inRS. In the case of [12], there is no obvious
two-direction, but the tendency of two-branch can judge
the existence of information in image. There is a
threshold η = −0.205 based on the HOSWC when
embedding quantity is 16K or 32K. The misstatement rate
of [11] and [12] are 27% and 21% separately. The rate of
missing report is 56% and 47% separately. Data
mentioned above proves that the GP-CFS is of certain
ability against steganalysis.

5 Conclusions

Use color space multi-channel characteristics of digital
image to propose a Color Field Structure based on color
mode and intensity. Based on the characteristics of the
energy ratio of four Gaussian Pyramid sub-images is
approximately 8.1:4.2:2.4:1.6, we put forward reversible
Information Hiding scheme. In the scheme, we embed
information by changing the direction of the vector.
Simulation results show that due to the combination of
GP and CFSA, and introduction of chaotic map, genetic

algorithm and RAID4, this scheme satisfies basic
technology indicators of information hiding and also
meets the basic security demand of secret information
transmission for communication system.

The future work is focus on information area of
vector, choosing embedded module and robustness
parameters inG1 in order to improve invisibility,
robustness, sensitivity to image attacks and ability against
steganalysis. Especially, we will research on applications
in information hiding based on the theory of Image
Multi-scale Geometric Analysis.
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